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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Donell Murphy.  My business address is 1701 Golf Road, Suite 1-700, 4 

Rolling Meadows, Illinois, 60008. 5 

Q. Are you the same Donell Murphy who submitted direct and rebuttal testimony in 6 

this docket? 7 

A. Yes, I am.  8 

B. Summary of Testimony 9 

Q. What are the purposes of your surrebuttal testimony? 10 

A. The purpose of my surrebuttal testimony is to address the rebuttal and cross-rebuttal 11 

testimony of intervenors, specific to routing and environmental considerations regarding 12 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s (“ComEd’s”) Grand Prairie Gateway Transmission 13 

Line Project (“GPG” or the “Project”).  My failure to address any witnesses’ testimony or 14 

position should not be construed as an endorsement of the same. 15 

C. Summary of Conclusions 16 

Q. What are the conclusions in your surrebuttal testimony? 17 

A. With one exception, ComEd’s Primary Route remains the superior routing option for the 18 

GPG Project. Multiple intervenors have suggested localized adjustments to ComEd’s 19 

Primary Route.  While all proposed adjustments simply shift the location of impact from 20 

one location to another, only one proposed adjustment (the Kenyon Brothers Company’s  21 
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(“Kenyon Brothers”) adjustment) would move the route from one side of a property 22 

owner’s property to another.  The Kenyon Brothers’ proposed route adjustment would 23 

involve only a very minor adjustment to ComEd’s Primary Route, keeping the route on 24 

Kenyon Brothers’ property but moving it to the northern boundary.  Their proposed route 25 

adjustment would affect one other property owner; however, the affected property owner 26 

has testified that he would agree to the Kenyon Brother Company’s proposed route 27 

adjustment.  As such, ComEd continues to advocate the Primary Route, subject to the 28 

modification proposed by the Kenyon Brothers. 29 

D. Itemized Attachments to Surrebuttal Testimony 30 

Q. Are you sponsoring any attachments to your surrebuttal testimony? 31 

A. Yes.  I attach the following exhibits: 32 

 ComEd Exhibit (“Ex.”) 26.01 - Map of ComEd’s Primary Route and Deutsch 33 

Proposed Adjustment to the Primary Route. 34 

 ComEd Ex. 26.02 - Map of ComEd’s Primary Route and Kenyon Brothers 35 

Proposed Adjustment to the Primary Route. 36 

 ComEd Ex. 26.03 - Map of ComEd’s Primary Route and Forest Preserve 37 

District of Kane County’s Proposed Re-Alignment through Muirhead Forest Preserve. 38 

 ComEd Ex. 26.04 – Kenyon Brothers Company Responses to ComEd Data 39 

Requests 1.06 and 1.08 40 
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II. RESPONSE TO INTERVENORS 41 

Q. Mr. William Deutsch proposes an adjustment to the Primary Route in his rebuttal 42 

testimony.  Please discuss the Deutsch Adjustment.  43 

A. Similar to the SKP Group
1
 Proposed Adjustments, the Deutsch Adjustment provides for a 44 

localized adjustment to ComEd’s Primary Route in Burlington Township, Kane County. 45 

Mr. Deutsch owns one parcel west and north of the Primary Route in Section 2 in 46 

Sycamore Township, DeKalb County.  Mr. Deutsch also owns multiple parcels south of 47 

the Primary Route and on either side of the Alternate Route in Sections 1, 2 and 12 in 48 

Sycamore Township.  As Mr. Deutsch identified in his testimony, these same parcels 49 

along ComEd’s Alternate Route in DeKalb County would be affected by the SKP 50 

Group’s Proposed Adjustment #1.  Mr. Deutsch did not previously submit direct 51 

testimony but has submitted rebuttal testimony and proposed a route adjustment in 52 

response to the SKP Group’s Proposed Adjustment #1.  ComEd Ex. 26.01 depicts 53 

ComEd’s Primary Route and the Deutsch Adjustment.  In comparison, the Deutsch 54 

Adjustment is marginally shorter (approximately one quarter mile) than the comparable 55 

portion of ComEd’s Primary Route and would require one additional angle.  While the 56 

Deutsch Adjustment has only one assumed residence within 500-feet of the route, there 57 

are four assumed residences within 500-feet of the comparable portion of ComEd’s 58 

Primary Route.  ComEd’s Primary Route follows roads and section lines while the 59 

Deutsch Adjustment parallels the existing railroad corridor and field lines, and also 60 

diagonally bisects one parcel at its southern end where it diverges from ComEd’s Primary 61 

                                                           
1
 The SKP Parties include: Robert Mason and Diane Mason, John Tomasiewicz, Jerry Drexler and Kristin Drexler, 

Thomas Pienkowski and Kristine Pienkowski, and William Lenschow. 
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Route.  Additionally, the Deutsch Adjustment traverses Forest Preserve District of Kane 62 

County land (Burlington Prairie Forest Preserve). 63 

Q. What is ComEd‟s position regarding the proposed Deutsch Adjustment? 64 

A. While there are fewer assumed residences within 500-feet of the Deutsch Adjustment, the 65 

route adjustment would affect one additional and previously unaffected property owner 66 

and cross land owned by the Forest Preserve District of Kane County.  However, an 67 

easement across Forest Preserve District of Kane County land cannot be obtained through 68 

condemnation because ComEd does not have eminent domain authority over public 69 

lands.  The Forest Preserve District of Kane County has previously communicated to 70 

ComEd that it cannot authorize an easement through the Burlington Prairie Forest 71 

Preserve where ComEd did not already have existing property rights.  I continue to 72 

believe that ComEd’s Primary Route in this area remains the best option for the Project 73 

because it has been fully analyzed and vetted through a robust public process, and best 74 

balances all routing considerations, namely ComEd’s ability to obtain the necessary right-75 

of-way. 76 

Q. In his rebuttal testimony, Michael J. Kenyon of the Kenyon Brothers Company 77 

proposes an adjustment to the Primary Route.  Please discuss this adjustment.  78 

A. Mr. Kenyon proposes a localized adjustment to ComEd’s Primary Route in Sycamore 79 

Township, DeKalb County.  The Kenyon Brothers Company owns parcels both north and 80 

south of ComEd’s Primary Route in Section 2 in Sycamore Township and north of the 81 

Primary Route in Section 3.  ComEd Ex. 26.02 depicts ComEd’s Primary Route and Mr. 82 

Kenyon’s proposed adjustment to the Primary Route.  The Kenyon Brothers’ Adjustment 83 
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is marginally shorter (approximately 0.02 miles) than the comparable portion of ComEd’s 84 

Primary Route and would require two additional angle structures.  Mr. Deutsch stated in 85 

his rebuttal testimony that he did not have any objections to the Kenyon Brothers’ 86 

Adjustment. 87 

Q. What is ComEd‟s position regarding the Kenyon Brothers‟ Adjustment to the 88 

Primary Route? 89 

A. As I have previously described, the Kenyon Brothers’ Adjustment simply moves the 90 

Primary Route from one location on the south side of Kenyon Brothers’ property to a 91 

location on the north side of Kenyon Brothers’ property.  See Kenyon Reb., p. 1.  The 92 

Kenyon Brothers Company indicated it will voluntarily grant an easement to ComEd 93 

across its property along this adjustment. See responses to Data Request ComEd-KBC 94 

1.06 and 1.08, attached as ComEd Ex. 26.04.  So long as Kenyon Brothers and William 95 

Deutsch will in fact voluntarily grant these easements to ComEd (at fair market value), 96 

ComEd does not object to this adjustment.  ComEd witness Neil F. Kaup discusses the 97 

constructability and cost of this adjustment in his surrebuttal testimony, Kaup Sur., 98 

ComEd Ex. 27.0, 2:29-41. 99 

Q. The Forest Preserve District of Kane County‟s witness Monica Meyers identifies a 100 

proposed re-alignment through Muirhead Forest Preserve (Meyers Dir., Forest 101 

Preserve Dist. of Kane Co. Ex. 1.0, 2:14-23).  Please discuss this proposed re-102 

alignment. 103 

A. Ms. Meyers proposes a re-alignment through the Muirhead Forest Preserve in Plato 104 

Township, Kane County.  Her proposed re-alignment would parallel the southern side of 105 
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the existing railroad corridor and would partially utilize existing ComEd property rights. 106 

ComEd Ex. 26.03 depicts ComEd’s Primary Route and what ComEd has interpreted as 107 

the Forest Preserve District of Kane County’s proposed re-alignment (the “Forest 108 

Preserve Re-Alignment”), based on Ms. Meyers’ testimony.  This proposed re-alignment 109 

is marginally shorter (less than three quarters of a mile) than the comparable portion of 110 

ComEd’s Primary Route and would require three less angles.   111 

Q. Why did ComEd decide not to site its Primary Route along the corridor the Forest 112 

Preserve District of Kane County now recommends? 113 

A. Consistent with ComEd’s approach throughout the entire study area, ComEd selected 114 

locations where, among other things, ComEd had existing property rights or it believed it 115 

could acquire rights through good faith negotiations or, if necessary, through 116 

condemnation.  While ComEd considered various potential route corridors through the 117 

Muirhead Forest Preserve, ComEd did not carry forward any corridor along the railroad 118 

corridor through the preserve.  The reason for this is that during the routing selection 119 

process, the Forest Preserve District of Kane County advised ComEd it could not grant 120 

ComEd easement rights because of agreements with other parties who already have rights 121 

to this property.  Ms. Meyers’ direct testimony confirms this. Meyers Dir., Forest 122 

Preserve Dist. Kane Co. Ex. 1.0, 2:14-23.  Additionally, locating the proposed 123 

transmission line along the railroad that runs through the Muirhead Forest Preserve and in 124 

the vicinity of Plato Center (as Ms. Meyers implies in her testimony) would displace 125 

existing buildings and also locate the line immediately adjacent to more existing 126 

residences than currently proposed.  Irrespective of exactly where the Forest Preserve of 127 
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Kane County intends to re-align the route, ComEd has not moved forward with this route 128 

due to the Forest Preserve District of Kane County’s statements that it cannot grant the 129 

necessary easement rights to ComEd.  130 

While the Forest Preserve District of Kane County now claims that the portion of 131 

the Muirhead Forest Preserve south of the railroad tracks is not subject to grant 132 

restrictions, Ms. Meyers states that a legally-binding correcting document would have to 133 

be recorded. Meyers Dir., Forest Preserve Dist. Kane Co. Ex. 1.0, lines 40-43.  Ms. 134 

Meyers also states that the Forest Preserve District of Kane County intends to allow 135 

ComEd to locate the Project along the south side of the railroad corridor through the 136 

Muirhead Forest Preserve in exchange for an amount equal to the cost savings that would 137 

otherwise be realized due to the shorter length.  However, if the money saved were 138 

simply paid to the Forest Preserve District of Kane County, shortening the route to reduce 139 

cost would be as ComEd’s customers would not realize such savings.  140 

Q. In its rebuttal testimony, the Kane County Department of Transportation and the 141 

Village of South Elgin discuss the Stearns Road Corridor.  (See, e.g. Schoedel Dir., 142 

County of Kane, 1:50-60; and see e.g. Ward Reb., Village of South Elgin, 1:12-23).  143 

Can you explain why ComEd chose the location of its Primary Route in this area? 144 

A. As previously explained, ComEd selected locations for the Primary Route where ComEd 145 

either had existing property rights or, where ComEd could acquire rights through good 146 

faith negotiations, or condemnation if necessary. ComEd has existing property rights and 147 

existing transmission facilities behind Sugar Ridge and River Ridge subdivisions located 148 

along the north side of the Stearns Road Corridor.  See, e.g. ComEd Ex. 5.02, Part 1, pp. 149 
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11-12.  Despite ComEd’s existing property rights, during the routing process, ComEd 150 

identified other viable alternate routes (from a routing and environmental perspective) 151 

along Stearns Road.  However, Kane County communicated to ComEd that the property 152 

along the proposed alternate routes was owned by Kane County and therefore ComEd 153 

would not be able to condemn an easement.  The alternate routes were carried forward to 154 

allow time for Kane County to voluntarily convey an easement to ComEd if it desired. 155 

Had an agreement been reached by the time ComEd filed its Petition with the 156 

Commission on December 2, 2013, ComEd may have been in a position to recommend 157 

modifying the Primary Route in this area.  However, that did not occur.  Based upon my 158 

review of the rebuttal testimony from the Kane County Department of Transportation and 159 

the Village of South Elgin, it is apparent that the Kane County Department of 160 

Transportation does not have existing or sufficient property interests along their proposed 161 

route along the Stearns Road Corridor to grant ComEd the necessary rights.  162 

Furthermore, neither Kane County nor the Kane County Department of Transportation 163 

recommends the Commission approve an Alternate Route in this location.  In fact, their 164 

testimony identifies additional problems associated with any subsequent transfer to 165 

ComEd.  Consequently, there is no basis to recommend deviating from the Primary Route 166 

in this area. 167 

Q. Mr. Dauphinais and Mr. Tomasiewicz both raise concern with ComEd‟s 168 

consideration of the potential for future circuits as it pertains to routing the 169 

proposed transmission line, particularly in the eastern portion of the proposed 170 

Primary and Alternate Routes. Dauphinais Reb., SKP Ex. 2.0; Tomasiewicz Reb., 171 
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Tomasiewicz Ex. 1.1.  How do you respond to their concerns from a routing 172 

perspective? 173 

A. I would simply point out that regardless of whether or not one was attempting to route a 174 

200-foot right-of-way or something narrower, any route that deviates from the railroad 175 

corridor would be longer, affect more existing residences, have a greater potential for 176 

impact overall and be more costly due to the dense development of the areas to the north 177 

and to the south of the railroad corridor. 178 

Q. Mr. Dauphinais questions the meaning or intent of your terminology “net reduction 179 

of environmental impacts.”  Dauphinais Reb., SKP Ex. 2.0, 5:82-88.  How do you 180 

respond to Mr. Dauphinais?  181 

A. By “net reduction of environmental impacts,” I was implying that all things considered, 182 

there would be a reduction in the potential for impact.  Mr. Dauphinais’ conclusions 183 

appear to be based on only his criteria, whereas ComEd’s routing considerations were 184 

more holistic.  ComEd made every effort to balance the potential for impact to all 185 

environmental features and land uses with the presence of existing property rights to the 186 

end of identifying cost effective routes that best accomplish this.  Further, Mr. 187 

Dauphinais’ proposed route adjustments simply shift the burden of impact from one 188 

location to another. 189 

Q. Mr. Dauphinais also asserts that the “proper evaluation” was to evaluate the 190 

„performance‟ of route alternatives relative only to the Commission‟s twelve 191 

criteria.  Dauphinais Reb., SKP Ex. 2.0, 5:88-93.  How do you respond to Mr. 192 

Dauphinais‟ assertion? 193 
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A. I do not agree that any “proper evaluation” be construed as only applying to the 194 

Commission’s twelve criteria.  That being said, the Commission’s twelve criteria directly 195 

align with ComEd’s routing criteria, the latter of which only more explicitly included 196 

environmental features or land uses beyond those identified by the Commission, as well 197 

as the presence of existing property rights and the ability to acquire any additional 198 

property rights.  As Mr. Dauphinais confirms in his rebuttal testimony, he agrees that all 199 

factors should be considered in the aggregate. 200 

Q. Mr. Tomasiewicz states in his rebuttal testimony that it is “preposterous” that you 201 

assert that an underground line has the same visual impact as an overhead line.  202 

Tomasiewicz Reb., Tomasiewicz Ex. 1.1, 6:103.  How do you respond to Mr. 203 

Tomasiewicz? 204 

A. I believe Mr. Tomasiewicz missed my point that a primary concern that was brought to 205 

ComEd’s attention during the routing study, and even by himself in his direct testimony 206 

(Tomasiewicz Dir., Tomasiewicz Ex. 1.0, 5:75-6:100), with regard to the location of the 207 

proposed transmission line near the Bowes Creek subdivision is the necessary removal of 208 

trees.  Trees would be removed within the right-of-way regardless of whether or not the 209 

proposed transmission line was placed underground. 210 

Q. Mr. Tomasiewicz also stated in his rebuttal testimony that your intimation that he 211 

should have had knowledge of ComEd‟s existing rights along the Bowes Creek 212 

subdivision is “ludicrous.”  Tomasiewicz Reb., Tomasiewicz Ex. 1.1, 6:113.  How do 213 

you respond to Mr. Tomasiewicz? 214 
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A. I believe Mr. Tomasiewicz’s rebuttal testimony effectively validates my assertion that he 215 

should have been aware of and was aware of ComEd’s existing rights along the Bowes 216 

Creek subdivision. 217 

Q. Ms. Susan Payne stated in her rebuttal testimony that her input was not solicited or 218 

considered.  She further stated that ComEd did not take into consideration the 219 

results of the Open House exercises.  C-S Payne, Reb. Ex. p 3-4.  How do you 220 

respond to Ms. Payne? 221 

A. Ms. Payne’s assertion that ComEd did not solicit or consider input from Open House 222 

attendees directly conflicts with her description of the very exercises that she 223 

acknowledges she participated in.  As to how ComEd conducted its routing study and 224 

incorporated public input into its study, I would direct Ms. Payne to ComEd Exs. 5.0 and 225 

5.02, which provide a comprehensive explanation of ComEd’s public routing process.  226 

Q. Is it possible to accommodate the concerns of every individual who may be affected 227 

by a proposed transmission line project by locating a route that simply avoids his or 228 

her property? 229 

A. No, this is not possible.  It is simply the nature of large projects such as this that someone 230 

will always be affected in some way, regardless of where a route is located.  Further, the 231 

individual concerns or interests of those who may be affected are very often in conflict 232 

with one another.  233 

Q. In her direct testimony, Ms. Constance Jones claims she was not notified by ComEd.  234 

(Jones Dir. Ex. p. 2).  How do you respond to Ms. Jones? 235 
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A. Ms. Jones’ statements are inaccurate.  ComEd sent Ms. Jones direct mail invitations for 236 

ComEd’s Phase II and Phase III public open houses, as identified in ComEd Ex. 5.03 237 

Appendix D.  The routes shared with the public during the Phase III public open houses 238 

are the same routes proposed by ComEd in this proceeding.  Additionally, Ms. Jones was 239 

included in Exhibit D to ComEd’s Petition and therefore received notice of this 240 

proceeding directly from the Commission. 241 

Q. Mr. Lenschow states in his cross rebuttal testimony that ComEd has managed this 242 

process in a way that has pitted landowner against landowner.  Lenschow Cx. Reb., 243 

Ex. 2.0, 6:97-98.  How do you respond to Mr. Lenschow? 244 

A. It’s actually unclear what “process” Mr. Lenschow is referring to.  In advance of filing its 245 

Petition in this proceeding, ComEd conducted a holistic, unbiased routing study in 246 

conjunction with a robust public process well beyond what is required by statute, for the 247 

specific purpose of encouraging landowner participation in the route selection process. 248 

While the locations of any existing ComEd rights and the ability to acquire any additional 249 

rights did influence route selection, ComEd made no routing decisions that favored one 250 

landowner over another.  ComEd has been in discussions with the Kane County Forest 251 

Preserve since the summer of 2013.  However, as previously identified, ComEd’s ability 252 

to obtain easement rights across Forest Preserve District of Kane County land remains an 253 

issue.  Due to the rigor and unbiased perspective of ComEd’s routing study, ComEd has 254 

fiercely resisted attempts to change its Primary Route for the sole purpose of simply 255 

moving the route from one party’s property onto another.  Any disputes between 256 
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landowners that may have materialized in this proceeding are attributable only to the 257 

interests of the intervening parties. 258 

III. CONCLUSION 259 

Q. Does this complete your surrebuttal testimony? 260 

A. Yes.  261 


